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isenheim the Illusionist 

as a fateful sign. 
Eisenheim, n6 Eduard Abramowitz, was born in Bratislava in 1859 

1860. Little is known of his early years, o r  indeed of his entire life outside 
realm of illusion. For the scant facts we are obliged to rely on  the 
memoirs of magicians, o n  comments in contempo 
trade periodicals, on  promotional material and br 
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and there the diary entry of a countess or ambassador records attendance at 
a performance in Paris, Cracow, Vienna. Eisenheim's father was a highly 
respected cabinetmaker, whose ornamental gilt cupboards and skillfully carved 
lowboys with lion-paw feet and brass handles shaped like snarling lions graced 
the halls of the gentry of Bratislava. The boy was the eldest of four children; 
like many Rrarislavan Jews.the family spoke German and called their city 
Pressburg, although they understood as much Slovak and Magyar as was 
necessary for the proper conduct of business. Eduard went to work early in 
his father's shop. For the rest of his life he would retain a fondness for smooth 
pieces of wood joined seamlessly by mortise and tenon. By the age of seventeen 
he was himself a skilled cabinetmaker, a fact noted more than once by fellow 
magicians who admired Eisenheim's skill in constructing trick cabinets of 
breathtaking ingenuity. The young craftsman was already a passionate amateur 
magician, who is said to have entertained family and friends with card sleights 
and a disappearing-ring trick that required a small beechwood box of his own 
construction. He would place a borrowed ring inside, fasten the box tightly 
with twine, and quietly remove the ring as he handed the box to a spectator. 
The beechwood box, with its secret panel, was able to withstand the most 
minute examination. 

A chance encounter with a traveling magician is said to have been the 
cause of Eisenheim's lifelong passion for magic. The story goes that one day, 
returning from school, the boy saw a man in black sitting under a plane tree. 
The man called him over and lazily, indifferently, removed from the boy's ear 
first one coin and then another, and then a third, coin after coin, a whole 
handful of coins, which suddenly turned into a bunch of red roses. From the 
roses the man in black drew out a white billiard ball, which turned into a 
wooden flute that suddenly vanished. One version of the story adds that the 
man himself then vanished, along with the plane tree. Stories, like conjuring 
tricks, are invented because history is inadequate to our dreams, but in this 
case it is reasonable to suppose that the future master had been profoundly 
affected by some early experience of conjuring. Eduard had once seen a magic 
shop, without much interest; he now returned with passion. On dark winter 
mornings on the way to school he would remove his gloves to practice manipu- 
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lating balls and coins with chilled fingers in the pockets 
enchanted his three sisters with intricate shadowgraphs repr 
stiltskin and Rapunzel, American buffaloes 
Later a local conjurer called Ignazc Molna 
of coordinating movements of the eye and 
year-old boy carried an egg on a soda straw all the way to Br 
back. Much later, when all this was far behind him, the Mast 
gloomily in the corner of a Viennese apa 
in his honor, and reaching up wearily he would startle his hostess by prod 
from the air five billiard balls that he proceeded to juggle flawlessly. 

But who can unravel the mystery of 
bending it away from its former course in one i 
seems to have accepted his fate slowly. It was 
disturbing knowledge of his difference. At the age of twe 
an expert cabinetmaker who did occasional parlor tricks. 

As if suddenly, Eisenheim appeared at a theater in Vienna and began 
exhilarating and fatal career. The brilliant newcomer was twenty-eight yea 
old. In fact, contemporary records show that t 
had appeared in private performances for at least a year before movin 
Austrian capital. Although the years preceding the first private perfor 
remain mysterious, it is clear that Abramowi 
more and more fully to magic, by way of the trick chests and c 
had begun to supply to local magicians. Eisen 
proceeded slowly and cautiously, step by step, 
the right to be daring, he would take a sud 

The first public performances were noted less for their daring than 
their subtle mastery of the stage illusions of the day, although even then t 
were artful twists and variations. One of Eisenheim's early successes was 
Mysterious Orange Tree, a feat made famous by Robert-Houdin. A 
handkerchief was placed in a small box a 
audience. An assistant strode onto the stage, bearing in his arms a small gr 
orange tree in a box. He placed the box on the magician's table and step 
away. At a word from Eisenheim, accompanied by a pass of his wand, blosso 
began to appear on the tree. A moment later, oranges began to emer 
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Eisenheim plucked several and handed them to members of the audience. 
Suddenly two butterflies rose from the leaves, carrying a handkerchief. The 
spectator, opening his box, discovered that his handkerchief had disappeared; 
somehow the butterflies had found it in the tree. The illusion depended on 
two separate deceptions: the mechanical tree itself, which produced real flow- 
ers, real fruit, and mechanical butterflies by means of concealed mechanisms; 
and the removal of the handkerchief from the trick box as it was handed to 
the spectator. Eisenheim quickly developed a variation that proved popular: 
the tree grew larger each time he covered it with a red silk cloth, the branches 
produced oranges, apples, pears, and plums, at the end a whole flock of 
colorful, real butterflies rose up and fluttered over the audience, where chil- 
dren screamed with delight as they reached up to snatch the delicate silken 
shapes, and at last, under a black velvet cloth that was suddenly lifted, the tree 
was transformed into a bird-cage containing the missing handkerchief. 

At this period, Eisenheim wore the traditional silk hat, frock coat, and 
cape and performed with an ebony wand tipped with ivory. The one distinctive 
note was his pair of black gloves. He began each performance by stepping 
swiftly through the closed curtains onto the stage apron, removing the gloves, 
and tossing them into the air, where they turned into a pair of sleek ravens. 

Early critics were quick to note the young magician's interest in uncanny 
effects, as in-his popular Phantom Portrait. On a darkened stage, a large blank 
canvas was illuminated by limelight. As Eisenheim made passes with his right 
hand, the white canvas gradually and mysteriously gave birth to a brighter and 
brighter painting. Now, it is well known among magicians and mediums that 
a canvas of unbleached muslin may be painted with chemical solutions that 
appear invisible when dry; if sulphate of iron is used for blue, nitrate of 
bismuth for yellow, and copper sulphate for brown, the picture will appear if 
sprayed with a weak solution of prussiate of potash. An atomizer, concealed 
in the conjurer's sleeve, gradually brings out the invisible portrait. Eisenheim 
increased the mysterious effect by producing full-length portraits that began 
to exhibit lifelike movements of the eyes and lips. The fiendish portrait of an 
archduke, or a devil, or Eisenheim himself would then read the contents of 
sealed envelopes, before vanishing at a pass of the magician's wand. 

However skillful, a conjurer cannot earn and sustain a major reputation 
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without producing original feats of his own devising. It was clear that the 
restless young magician would not be content with producing c 
of familiar tricks, and by 1890 his performances regularly concluded with 
illusion of striking originality. A large mirror in a carved frame 
stage, facing the audience. A spectator was invited onto the sta 
was asked to walk around the mirror and examine it to his satis 
Eisenheim then asked the spectator to don a hooded red robe and p 
him some ten feet from the mirror, where the vivid red reflection 
visible to the audience; the theater was darkened, except for a brightening lig 
that came from within the mirror i 
about, and bowed to his bowing r 
reflection began to show signs of disobedience-it crossed 
chest instead of waving them about, it refused to bow. Sudden 
grimaced, removed a knife, and 
collapsed onto the reflected floor. 
dead reflection and hovered in the 
the glass, floated toward the startled and sometimes terrified spectator, a 
the bidding of Eisenheim rose into the dark and vanished. This 
illusion mystified even professional 
was a trick cabinet with black-lined 
The lights were probably concealed 
lightly silvered back; as the lights grew brighte 
and a red-robed assistant showed h 
difficult to explain, despite a long 
concealed magic lanterns produced 
able to imitate the effect. Even in these early years, 
disturbing effects unheard of in the 
of the uncanny about his illusions; and some said even then that 
was not a showman at all, but a wizard who had sold 
return for unholy powers. 

Eisenheim was a man of medium height, with broad shoulders 
long-fingered hands. His most striking feature was his powerful head: the 
intense eyes in the austerely pale face, the broad black beard, the thr 
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hairline, all lent an appearance of unusual mental 
force. The newspaper accounts mention a minor trait that must have been 
highly effective: when he leaned his head forward, in intense concentration, 
there appeared over his right eyebrow a large vein shaped like an inverted Y. 

As the last decade of the old century wore on, Eisenheim gradually came 
to be acknowledged as the foremost magician of his day. These were the years 
of the great European tours, which brought him to Egyptian Hall in London 
and the Theatre Robert-Houdin in Paris, to royal courts and ducal palaces, to 
halls in Berlin and Milan, Zurich and Salamanca. Although his repertoire 
continued to include perfected variations of popular illusions like The Vanish- 
ing Lady, The Blue Room, The Flying Watch, The Spirit Cabinet (or Specters 
of the Inner Sanctum), The Enchanted House, The Magic Kettle, and The 
Arabian Sack Mystery, he appeared to grow increasingly impatient with 
known effects and began rapidly replacing them with striking inventions of his 
own. Among the most notable illusions of those years were The Tower of 
Babel, in which a small black cone mysteriously grew until it filled the entire 
stage; The Satanic Crystal Ball, in which a ghostly form summoned from hell 
smashed through the glass globe and rushed out onto the stage with unearthly 
cries; and The Book of Demons, in which black smoke rose from an ancient 
book, which suddenly burst into flames that released hideous dwarfs in hairy 
jerkins who ran howling across the stage. In 1898 he opened his own theater 
in Vienna, called simply Eisenheimhaus, or The House of Eisenheim, as if that 
were his real home and all other dwellings illusory. It was here that he pre- 
sented The Pied Piper of Hamelin. Holding his wand like a flute, Eisenheim 
led children from the audience into a misty hill with a cavelike opening and 
then, with a pass of his wand, caused the entire hill to vanish into thin air. 
Moments later a black chest materialized, from which the children emerged 
and looked around in bewilderment before running back to their parents. The 
children told their parents they had been in a wondrous mountain, with 
golden tables and chairs and white angels flying in the air; they had no idea 
how they had gotten into the box, or what had happened to them. A few 
complaints were made; and when, in another performance, a frightened child 
told his mother that he had been in hell and seen the devil, who was green 
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and breathed fire, the chief of the Viennese police, one 

results had emerged: a certain disturbing quality in Eisenheim's art was 
officially acknowledged, and it was rumored that the stern master 

Emperor, unlike his notorious grandfather, took little intere 

with a decisiveness, some would say ferocity, that left no 

it be known through the speaking portrait of 

fingers and rolled across the stage; two fishbowls with 

remained mute; the levitating lady was seen to be resting on black wires. 
excitable Benedetti, 
two nights later, b 
drew a curtain, 
to produce a t 
simply chosen th 
new name, far from the scene of his 
that Eisen heim 
society was enchanted by the scandal, which made the r 
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Herr Uhl was seen more than once in a stall of the theater, nodding his head 
appreciatively at some particularly striking effect. 

If Benedetti proved too easy a rival, a far more formidable challenge was 
posed by the mysterious Passauer. Ernst Passauer was said to be Bavarian; his 
first Viennese performance was watched closely by the Austrians, who were 
forced to admit that the German was a master of striking originality. Passauer 
took the city by storm; and for the first time there was talk that Eisenheim 
had met his match, perhaps even-was it possible?-his master. Unlike the 
impetuous and foolhardy Benedetti, Passauer made no allusion to the Vien- 
nese wizard; some saw in this less a sign of professional decorum than an 
assertion of arrogant indifference, as if the German refused to acknowledge the 
possibility of a rival. But the pattern of their performances, that autumn, was 
the very rhythm of rivalry: Eisenheim played on Sunday, Wednesday, and 
Friday nights, and Passauer on Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday nights. It was 
noted that as his rival presented illusions of bold originality, Eisenheim's own 
illusions became more daring and dangerous; it was as if the two of them had 
outsoared the confines of the magician's art and existed in some new realm 
of dextrous wonder, of sinister beauty. In this high but by no means innocent 
realm, the two masters vied for supremacy before audiences that were increas- 
ingly the same. Some said that Eisenheim appeared to be struggling or strain- 
ing against the relentless pressure of his brilliant rival; others argued that 
Eisenheim had never displayed such mastery; and as the heavy century lum- 
bered to its close, all awaited the decisive event that would release them from 
the tension of an unresolved battle. 

And it came: One night in mid-December, after a particularly daring 
illusion, in which Passauer caused first his right arm to vanish, then his left 
arm, then his feet, until nothing was left of him but his disembodied head 
floating before a black velvet curtain, the head permitted itself to wonder 
whether Herr "Eisenzeit," or Iron Age, had ever seen a trick of that kind. The 
mocking allusion caused the audience to gasp. The limelight went out; when 
it came on, the stage contained nothing but a heap of black cloth, which began 
to flutter and billow until it gradually assumed the shape of Passauer, who 
bowed coolly to tumultuous applause; but the ring of a quiet challenge was not 



lost in the general uproar. T 
expectant house. He igno 
illusions that in no way res 
he remarked casually that P 
nate Benedetti had not bee 
Passauer's next performance had been met, the entire city of Vienna 
have become a magic theater. 

Passauer's final performance was one of frightening brilliance; it w 
attended by professional magicians, 
ance it outshone the greatest of 
flinging into the air a handful of coins that 
flew out over the heads of the audience, fl 
from a silver thimble held in the 
small mahogany table, and a silve 
At the climax of the evening, he caused the properties of the stage to van 
one by one: the magician's tab 
curtain. Standing alone in 
an expression that grew more 
demonic laugh, and reaching u 
revealed himself to be Ei 
furnace igniting; someone burst in 
standing at last, rose to its feet and che 
himself had been his own great 
In his box, Herr Uhl rose to his feet a 
enjoyed the performance immensely. 

Perhaps it was the strain of that sustained deception, perhaps it was 
sense of being alone, utterly a1 
performance in the last weeks of the fading century. As the new century c 
in with a fireworks display in the Prater and a hundred-gun salute from 
grounds of the Imperial Palace, Eisenheim remained in his Vienna apartm 
with its distant view of the sa 
The unexplained period o 
drawal from performance, s 
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nothing. In late January he returned to Bratislava to attend to details of his 
father's business; a week later he was in Linz; within a month he had purchased 
a three-story villa in the famous wooded hills on the outskirts of Vienna. He 
was forty or forty-one, an age when a man takes a hard look at his life. He had 
never married, although romantic rumors occasionally united him with one 
or another of his assistants; he was handsome in a stern way, wealthy, and said 
to be so strong that he could do thirty knee-bends on a single leg. Not long 
after his move to the Wienerwald he began to court Sophie Ritter, the twenty- 
six-year-old daughter of a local landowner who disapproved of Eisenheim's 
profession and was a staunch supporter of Lueger's anti-Semitic Christian 
Social party; the girl appears to have been in love with Eisenheim, but at the 
last moment something went wrong, she withdrew abruptly, and a month later 
married a grain merchant from Graz. For a year Eisenheim lived like a reclusive 
country squire. He took riding lessons in the mornings, in the afternoons 
practiced with pistols at his private shooting range, planted a spring garden, 
stocked his ponds, designed a new orchard. In a meadow at the back of his 
house he supervised the building of a long low shedlike structure that became 
known as the Teufelsfabrik, or Devil's Factory, for it housed his collection of 
trick cabinets, deceptive mirrors, haunted portraits, and magic caskets. The 
walls were lined with cupboards that had sliding glass doors and held Eisen- 
heim's formidable collection of magical apparatus: vanishing bird-cages, inex- 
haustible punch bowls, devil's targets, Schiller's bells, watch-spring flowers, 
trick bouquets, and an array of secret devices used in sleight-of-hand feats: ball 
shells, coin droppers, elastic handkerchief-pulls for making handkerchiefs van- 
ish, dummy cigars, color-changing tubes for handkerchief tricks, hollow 
thumb-tips, miniature spirit lamps for the magical lighting of candles, false 
fingers, black silk ball-tubes. In the basement of the factory was a large room 
in which he conducted chemical and electrical experiments, and a curtained 
darkroom; Eisenheim was a close student of photography and the new art of 
cinematography. Often he was seen working late at night, and some said that 
ghostly forms appeared in the dim-lit windows. 

On the first of January, 1901, Eisenheim suddenly returned to his city 
apartment with its view of the Danube and the Vienna hills; Three days later 
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he reappeared on stage. A local wit remarked that the master of ill 
simply omitted the year 1900, which with its two zero 
as illusory. The yearlong absence of the Master had s 
and the standing-room-only crowd was tensely quiet as 
a stage strikingly bare except for a plain wooden chair 
For some in that audience, the table already signaled a rev01 
puzzled or disappointed. From the right wing Eisenheim strode onto the 
A flurry of whispers was quickly hushed. The Mast 
and had shaved off his beard. Without a wor 
chair behind the table and faced the audience. He 
the tabletop, where they remained during the ent 
directly before him, leaning forward slightly and appearing to concentr 
terrific force. 

In the middle of the eighteenth century the 
table draped to the floor; beneath the cloth an assistant reached through 
in the tabletop to remove objects concealed by a large cone. The mode 
of Eisenheim's day had a short cloth that exposed the table legs, 
disappearance of the hidden assistant and the general simplification o 
in no sense changed the nature of the table, which remained 
machine equipped with innumerable contrivances to aid the 
art of deception: hidden receptacles or servantes 
jects secretly dropped, invisible wells and tr 
spring-pulls for effecting the disappearance of si 
transparent glass table announced the end of the magician's table as it 
been known throughout the history of stage ma 
was not only esthetic: it meant the refusal of ce 

the elimination of certain effects. 
And the audience grew restless: nothing much appeared to be happenin 

A balding man in a business suit sat at a table, frowning. After fifteen minut 
a slight disturbance or darkening in the air was noticeable near the s 
the table. Eisenheim concentrated fiercely; ove 
vein, shaped like an inverted Y, pressed throu 
air seemed to tremble and thicken-and before him, on the g 
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shape slowly formed. It appeared to be a small box, about the size of a jewel 
box. For a while its edges quivered slightly, as if it were made of black smoke. 
Suddenly Eisenheim raised his eyes, which one witness described as black 
mirrors that reflected nothing; he looked drained and weary. A moment later 
he pushed back his chair, stood up, and bowed. The applause was uncertain; 

people did not know what they had seen. 
Eisenheim next invited spectators to come onto the stage and examine 

the box on the table. One woman, reaching for the box and feeling nothing, 
nothing at all, stepped back and raised a hand to her throat. A girl of sixteen, 
sweeping her hand through the black box, cried out as if in pain. 

The rest of the performance consisted of two more "materializations": a 
sphere and a wand. After members of the audience had satisfied themselves 
of the immaterial nature of the objects, Eisenheim picked up the wand and 
waved it over the box. He next lifted the lid of the box, placed the sphere 
inside, and closed the lid. When he invited spectators onto the stage, their 
hands passed through empty air. Eisenheim opened the box, removed the 
sphere, and laid it on the table between the box and the wand. He bowed, and 
the curtain closed. 

Despite a hesitant, perplexed, and somewhat disappointed response from 
that first audience, the reviews were enthusiastic; one critic called it a major 
event in the history of stage illusions. He connected Eisenheim's phantom 
objects with the larger tradition of stage ghosts, which he traced back to 
Robertson's phantasmagoria at the end of the eighteenth century. From con- 
cealed magic lanterns Robertson had projected images onto smoke rising from 
braziers to create eerie effects. By the middle of the nineteenth century magi- 
cians were terrifying spectators with a far more striking technique: a hidden 
assistant, dressed like a ghost and standing in a pit between the stage and the 
auditorium, was reflected onto the stage through a tilted sheet of glass invisible 
to the audience. Modern ghosts were based on the technique of the black 
velvet backdrop: overhead lights were directed toward the front of the stage, 
and black-covered white objects appeared to materialize when the covers were 
pulled away by invisible black-hooded assistants dressed in black. But Eisen- 
heim's phantoms, those immaterial materializations, made use of no machin- 
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ery at all-they appeared to emerge from the mind of the magician. The effect 
was startling, the unknown device ingenious. The writer considered and re- 
jected the possibility of hidden magic lanterns and mirrors; discussed the 
properties of the cinematograph recently developed by the Lumiere brothers 
and used by contemporary magicians to produce unusual effects of a different 
kind; and speculated on possible scientific techniques whereby Eisenheim 
might have caused the air literally to thicken and darken. Was it possible that 
one of the Lumisre machines, directed onto slightly misted air above the table, 
might have produced the phantom objects? But no one had detected any mist, 
no one had seen the necessary beam of light. However Eisenheim had accom- 
plished the illusion, the effect was incomparable; it appeared that he was 
summoning objects into existence by the sheer effort of his mind. In this the 
master illusionist was rejecting the modern conjurer's increasing reliance on 
machinery and returning the spectator to the troubled heart of magic, which 
yearned beyond the constricting world of ingenuity and artifice toward the 
dark realm of transgression. 

The long review, heavy with fin de siecle portentousness and shot through 
with a secret restlessness or longing, was the first of several that placed Eisen- 
heim beyond the world of conjuring and saw in him an expression of spiritual 
striving, as if his art could no longer be talked about in the old way. 

During the next performance Eisenheim sat for thirty-five minutes at his 
glass table in front of a respectful but increasingly restless audience before the 
darkening was observed. When he sat back, evidently spent from his exertions, 
there stood on the table the head and shoulders of a young woman. The details 
of witnesses differ, but all reports agree that the head was of a young woman 
of perhaps eighteen or twenty with short dark hair and heavy-lidded eyes. She 
faced the audience calmly, a little dreamily, as if she had just wakened from 
sleep, and spoke her name: Greta. Fraulein Greta answered questions fr 
audience. She said she came from Brunn, she was seventeen years o 
father was a lens grinder; she did not know how she had come here. 
her, Eisenheim sat slumped in his seat, his broad face pale as marble, his e 
staring as if sightlessly. After a while Fraulein Greta appeared to 
Eisenheim gathered himself up and fixed her with his stare; gr 
wavered and grew dim, and slowly vanished. 
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With Fraulein Greta, Eisenheim triumphed over the doubters. As word 
of the new illusion spread, and audiences waited with a kind of fearful patience 
for the darkening of the air above the glass table, it became clear that Eisen- 
heim had touched a nerve. Greta-fever was in the air. It was said that Fraiilein 
Greta was really Marie Vetsera, who had died with Crown Prince Rudolf in 
the bedroom of his hunting lodge at Mayerling; it was said that Fraulein Greta, 
with her dark, sad eyes, was the girlhood spirit of the Empress Elizabeth, who 
at the age of sixty had been stabbed to death in Geneva by an Italian anarchist. 
It was said that Fraulein Greta knew things, all sorts of things, and could tell 
secrets about the other world. For a while Eisenheim was taken up by the 
spiritualists, who claimed him for one of their own: here at last was absolute 
proof of the materialization of spirit forms. A society of disaffected Blavatsky- 
ites called the Daughters of Dawn elected Eisenheim to an honorary member- 
ship, and three bearded members of a Salzburg Institute for Psychic Research 
began attending performances with black notebooks in hand. Magicians 
heaped scorn on the mediumistic confraternity but could not explain or 
duplicate the illusion; a shrewd group of mediums, realizing they could not 
reproduce the Eisenheim phenomena, accused him of fraud while defending 
themselves against the magicians' charges. Eisenheim's rigorous silence was 
taken by all sides as a sign of approval. The "manifestations," as they began 
to be called, soon included the head of a dark-haired man of about thirty, who 
called himself Frankel and demonstrated conventional tricks of mind reading 
and telepathy before fading away. What puzzled the professionals was not the 
mind reading but the production of Frankel himself. The possibility of exert- 
ing a physical influence on air was repeatedly argued; it was suggested in some 
quarters that Eisenheim had prepared the air in advance with a thickening 
agent and treated it with invisible chemical solutions, but this allusion to the 
timeworn trick of the muslin canvas convinced no one. 

In late March Eisenheim left Vienna on an Imperial tour that included 
bookings in Ljubljana, Prague, Teplitz, Budapest, K o ~ o ~ s v ~ ~ ,  Czernowitz, Tar- 
nopol, Uzhgorod. In Vienna, the return of the Master was awaited with an 
impatience bordering on frenzy. A much-publicized case was that of Anna 
Scherer, the dark-eyed sixteen-year-old daughter of a Vienna banker, who 
declared that she felt a deep spiritual bond with Greta and could not bear life 



that he had planned to break into the Devil's F 
raising the dead. Devotees of Greta and 

demonstrated magical powers of a still more thrilling and 
And the Master returned, and the curtains opened, 

on the blue v 

walked to the chair and sat down with his large, 1 
knees. He fixed his stare at the air and sat rigid1 

through the skin of his forehead. Gra 

form, like shimmers above a radiator on a wintry day, but s 
thickening, and befo 
His large brown eyes, 
dreamily; he had a pr 
uniform with dark green shorts and high gray socks. He see 
shy, uncomfortable before the audience, but as he began 
became more animat 
striking contrast betwe 
The sweetness of the 
a woman was invited onto the stage. As she bent 
through Elis's hair, her hand passed through empty air. S 
sounded like a moan and hurried from the stage in co 
that the air had felt cold, very cold. 

Greta and Frankel were forgotten in an outbreak of 
terial boy was said to be the most enchanting illusion ever 
magician; the spiritualist camp maintained that Elis wa 
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had died in Helgoland in 1787. Elis-fever grew to such a pitch that often sobs 
and screams would erupt from tense, constricted throats as the air before 
Eisenheim slowly began to darken and the beautiful boy took shape. Elis did 
not engage in the conventions of magic, but simply walked about on the stage, 
answering questions put to him by the audience or asking questions of his own. 
He said that his parents were dead; he seemed uncertain of many things, and 
grew confused when asked how he had come to be there. Sometimes he left 
the stage and walked slowly along the aisle, while hands reached out and 
grasped empty air. After half an hour Eisenheim would cause him to waver 
and grow dim, and Elis would vanish away. Screams often accompanied the 
disappearance of the beautiful boy; and after a particularly troubling episode, 
in which a young woman leaped onto the stage and began clawing the vanish- 
ing form, Herr Uhl was once again seen in attendance at the theater, watching 
with an expression of keen interest. 

He was in attendance when Eisenheim stunned the house by producing 
a companion for Elis, a girl who called herself Rosa. She had long dark hair 
and black, dreamy eyes and Slavic cheekbones; she spoke slowly and seriously, 
often pausing to think of the exact word. Elis seemed shy of her and at first 
refused to speak in her presence. Rosa said she was twelve years old; she said 
she knew the secrets of the past and future, and offered to predict the death 
of anyone present. A young man with thin cheeks, evidently a student, raised 
his hand. Rosa stepped to the edge of the stage and stared at him for a long 
while with her earnest eyes; when she turned away she said that he would 
cough up blood in November and would die of tuberculosis before the end 
of the following summer. Pale, visibly shaken, the young man began to protest 
angrily, then sat down suddenly and covered his face with his hands. 

Rosa and Elis were soon fast friends. It was touching to observe Elis's 
gradual overcoming of shyness and the growth of his intense attachment to 
her. Immediately after his appearance he would begin to look around sweetly, 
with his large, anxious eyes, as if searching for his Rosa. As Eisenheim scared 
with rigid intensity, Elis would play by himself but steal secret glances at the 
air in front of the magician. The boy would grow more and more agitated as 
the air began to darken; and a look of almost painful rapture would glow on 
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his face as Rosa appeared with her high cheekbones and her black, drea 
eyes. Often th'e children would play by themselves onstage, as if oblivious 
an audience. They would hold hands and walk along imaginary paths, swing 
their arms back and forth, or they would water invisible flowers with an 
invisible watering can; and the exquisite charm of their gestures was noted by 
more than one witness. During these games Rosa would sing songs of haunt- 
ing, melancholy beauty in an unfamiliar Low German dialect. 

It remains unclear precisely when the rumor arose that Eisenheim would 
be arrested and his theater closed. Some said that Uhl had intended it from 
the beginning and had simply been waiting for the opportune moment; others 
pointed to particular incidents. One such incident occurred in late summer, 
when a disturbance took place in the audience not long after the appearance 
of Elis and Rosa. At first there were sharp whispers, and angry shushes, and 
suddenly a woman began to rise and then leaned violently away as a child rose 
from the aisle seat beside her. The child, a boy of about six, walked down the 
aisle and climbed the stairs to the stage, where he stood smiling at the audi- 
ence, who immediately recognized that he was of the race of Elis and Rosa. 
Although the mysterious child never appeared again, spectators now began to 
look nervously at their neighbors; and it was in this charged atmosphere that 
the rumor of impending arrest sprang up and would not go away. The mere 
sight of Herr Uhl in his box each night caused tense whispers. It began to seem 
as if the policeman and the magician were engaged in a secret battle: it was 
said that Herr Uhl was planning a dramatic arrest, and Eisenheim a brilliant 
escape. Eisenheim for his part ignored the whispers and did nothing to modify 
the disturbing effects that Elis and Rosa had on his audience; and as if to defy 
the forces gathering against him, one evening he brought forth another figure, 
an ugly old woman in a black dress who frightened Elis and Rosa and caused 
fearful cries from the audience before she melted away. 

The official reason given for the arrest of the Master, and the seizure of 
his theater, was the disturbance of public order; the police reports, in prepara- 
tion for more than a year, listed more than one hundred incidents. But Herr 
Uhl's private papers reveal a deeper cause. The chief of police was an intelli- 
gent and well-read man who was himself an amateur conjurer, and he was not 
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unduly troubled by the occasional extreme public responses to Eisenheim's 
illusions, although he recorded each instance scrupulously and asked himself 
whether such effects were consonant with public safety and decorum. No, what 
disturbed Herr Uhl was something else, something for which he had difficulty 
finding a name. The phrase "crossing of boundaries" occurs pejoratively more 
than once in his notebooks; by it he appears to mean that certain distinctions 
must be strictly maintained. Art and life constituted one such distinction; 
illusion and reality, another. Eisenheim deliberately crossed boundaries and 
therefore disturbed the essence of things. In effect, Herr Uhl was accusing 
Eisenheim of shaking the foundations of the universe, of undermining reality, 
and in consequence of doing something far worse: subverting the Empire. For 
where would the Empire be, once the idea of boundaries became blurred and 
uncertain? 

On the night of February 14, 1902-a cold, clear night, when horseshoes 
rang sharply on the avenues, and fashionable women in chin-high black boas 
plunged their forearms into heavy, furry muffs-twelve uniformed policemen 
took their seats in the audience of Eisenheimhaus, The decision to arrest the 
Master during a performance was later disputed; the public arrest was appar- 
ently intended to send a warning to devotees of Eisenheim, and perhaps to 
other magicians as well. Immediately after the appearance of Rosa, Herr Uhl 
left his box. Moments later he strode through a side door onto the stage and 
announced the arrest of Eisenheim in the name of His Imperial Majesty and 
the City of Vienna. Twelve officers stepped into the aisles and stood at 
attention. Eisenheim turned his head wearily toward the intruding figure and 
did not move. Elis and Rosa, who had been standing at the edge of the stage, 
began to look about fearfully: the lovely boy shook his head and murmured 
"No" in his angelic voice, while Rosa hugged herself tightly and began to hum 
a low melody that sounded like a drawn-out moan or keen. Herr Uhl, who had 
paused some ten feet from Eisenheim in order to permit the grave Master to 
rise unaided, saw at once that things were getting out of hand-someone in 
the audience began murmuring "No," the chant was taken up. Swiftly Uhl 

- 

strode to the seated magician and placed a hand on his shoulder. That was 
when it happened: his hand fell through Eisenheirn's shoulder, he appeared 



dignity and turned to Elis and Rosa. They looked at him imp10 

stage and attempted to seize Eisenheim, who looked at the 
sion of such melancholy that one policeman felt a shadow pass ov 

gather himself for some final effort: his face became rigid with concentratio 
the famous vein pressed through his forehead, th 
autumn nights when the wind picks up and branches creak. A s 
seen to pass along his arms. It spread to his legs, and from the crowd ro 
sound of a great inrush of breath as Eisenheim beg 
bending the black flame of his gaze inward, locked in savage co 
he began to unknit the threads of his being. Wavering, slowly fading, 
dark and unmoving there. In the Master's face 
dissolved before their eyes, a look of fearful exaltation 
end he raised his face and uttered a cry of icy desol 
the audience rose to its feet. Herr Uhl promptly arr 
front row, and a precarious order was maintained. On  a drab stage, 
except for a single wooden chair, policemen in uniform looked tensely 

Later that night the police ransacked the apar 
of the Danube, but Eisenheim was not there. The failed arrest 
respect highly successful: the Master was never s 
Factory trick mirrors were found, exquisite cabinets with secret panels, inge- 
nious chests and boxes representing high instances of the art of deception, but 
not a clue about the famous illusions, not one, nothing. Some said that 
Eisenheim had created an illusory Eisenheim from the first day of the new 
century; others said that the Master had gradually grown illusory from traf- 
ficking with illusions. Someone suggested that Herr Uhl was himself an illu- 
sion, a carefully staged part of the final performance. Arguments arose over 
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whether i t  was all done with lenses and mirrors, or whether the Jew from 
Bratislava had sold his soul to the devil for the dark gift of magic. All agreed 
that it was a sign of the times; and as precise memories faded, and the everyday 
world of coffee cups, doctors' visits, and war rumors returned, a secret relief 
penetrated the souls of the faithful, who knew that the Master had passed 
safely out of the crumbling order of history into the indestructible realm of 
mystery and dream. 




